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CHAPT ER III

Foreign Intelligence in an
Inter‑Networked World:
Time for a Re-Evaluation
Tamir Israel

T

he recent and dramatic expansion of foreign intelligence surveillance activities, revealed definitively in a trove of documents made
public by former NSA analyst Edward Snowden, can be traced to a few
drivers. First and foremost, technical changes have made an immense
amount of data practically accessible and analyzable in ways that have
no precedent in human history. Most of our activities have migrated
to digital networks, raising distinct implications in the foreign intelligence-gathering context. Digital networks do not route in direct lines.1
Moreover, most digital interactions are intermediated through one or
more entities, often based in foreign jurisdictions. Cloud-based data is
often stored redundantly on multiple servers, each in its own jurisdiction. Foreign intelligence agencies can now clandestinely monitor the
world’s communications from their own territory, without the practical
impediments inherent in sending agents to foreign lands. Additional
technical interoperability between foreign intelligence partners, particularly within the Five Eyes partnership (Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United States) (hereafter FVEY)
has facilitated an unprecedented integration of foreign intelligence
capacities, extending the monitoring and analysis capacities.2 Finally,
technical advances in data storage make retention of vast amounts of
information possible in ever-growing volumes.3
At the same time, foreign intelligence has been rapidly shifting
its focal point from foreign states and their agents (the Cold War “spy
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vs. spy” paradigm that characterized much of the history of Western
foreign intelligence agencies) to a “spy on everyone” mindset driven
by a terrorist-based threat matrix and a new collect-it-all mentality.4
This operational shift has had tangible impacts as agencies begin to
push the limits of their already broad powers and their ever increasing technical capacities to collect, analyze, and keep “everything.”
These shifts in technical capacities and intelligence culture have
been accompanied by broadly framed legal powers that do little to
check excesses that might result. Canada’s foreign intelligence agency,
the Communications Security Establishment (CSE), derives its legal
mandate and surveillance authorization framework from Part V.1 of
the National Defense Act (NDA).5 The framework is modelled on the
same rationale and general structure as that of other FVEY agencies — open-ended powers limited primarily by an obligation to limit
the exposure of domestic individuals and a need to show some nexus
to a foreign intelligence objective.6
The analysis below argues that the core limitations placed on
CSE in its foreign intelligence mandate are ineffective at constraining its activities.7 Before embarking on this substantive assessment,
however, we first describe shortcomings in CSE’s control structure,
which exacerbate the inherent breadth of its legal restrictions by
focusing too heavily on oversight.

Oversight and Accountability: Loose Assurances of Legality
from behind a Veil of Secrecy
CSE is subjected to minimal legal control, even when measured by
the standard of its FVEY partners.8 The NSA, for example, operates
under similarly broad legal restrictions, but is subjected to some
non-partisan legislative and loose judicial control.9 CSE’s legal restrictions can in essence be reduced to four primary constraints. It relies
on ministerial authorizations (to intercept private communications)
or ministerial directives as lawful authority for its privacy invasive
activities. Its activities must be in pursuit of its mandate, statutorily
defined in the NDA (the Privacy Act also limits it to collecting information relevant to its mandate).10 It is statutorily prevented from
directing its activities at Canadians. It cannot, of course, violate the
Charter. The substantive scope of each is explored in more detail in the
following sections. Here, we examine how the executive branch essentially interprets and applies these legal restraints on its own, with
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no external controls from either the judiciary or legislative branch
of government. The executive is effectively left as the primary if not
sole arbiter of its own legal restraints. Against this backdrop, official
defence of CSE often amounts to publicly compelling, yet ultimately
meaningless, statements that CSE “operates within the law.”
As in many contexts, the modern technological era poses great
challenges, as legal concepts struggle to keep pace with rapidly evolving and highly complex contexts. This leads to many ambiguities that
are central to the scope and nature of the legal restraints imposed
on CSE. Determination of these ambiguities can significantly change
the scope of permitted activities. While Charter privacy protections
should develop in a technologically neutral manner,11 understanding
the implications of shifting practices in new technological mediums
can be a difficult exercise, confounding attempts at oversight and
control.12 In the absence of rigorous and adversarial challenge, these
ambiguities and complexities are often resolved in favour of the foreign intelligence agency that is implementing the powers in question.
Even in the presence of judicial control (but lacking adversarial input and with only a loose review mandate), understanding
the evolving technical landscape has been difficult. The Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC), for example, found in 2011
that the NSA Internet surveillance program it had been regularly
approving for five years was significantly broader in scope than it
had understood: “[The Government] disclosed… for the first time
that NSA's upstream collection of Internet communications… may
contain data that is wholly unrelated to the tasked selector.”13 The
“Upstream” program referred to is one of the NSA’s most expansive
electronic surveillance mechanisms.14 It, along with its sister program PRISM, harvests billions of transactions from communications
networks daily, most of which are retained for thirty days, with
hundreds of millions retained longer term.15 Since 2006, FISC had
believed it was approving interception of discrete communications
of specific targets. In 2011, it realized entire Internet transactions
were being collected, indiscriminately sweeping up mass amounts
of domestic and untargeted data alongside each discrete target, yet
the program had been regularly approved for five years without this
central understanding. A process open to adversarial input would
have forced FISC to confront this factual inaccuracy far sooner.16
Similar issues have arisen with respect to CSE’s activities. The
Federal Court found in Re X that it had significantly underestimated
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the scope of activities undertaken by CSE when authorized to assist
Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) monitor communications of Canadians abroad.17 Since 2009, the court had understood
it was authorizing the monitoring of such communications as they
transited through Canadian-based networks.18 However, CSE was
secretly tasking its FVEY partners’ formidable intercept capacities
in conjunction with this “from home” surveillance.19 The government’s defence of its omission was that it required no authorization
in this context. It is an interpretation that highly favours its position
and robs the court of the ability to evolve the law to account for new
realities, such as the increasingly expansive scope of FVEY surveillance capabilities. However, this legal interpretation is not patently
unreasonable.20 It should not be a surprise that the government, on
its own initiative and in the absence of adversarial input, reached
this conclusion, or that it will reach similar conclusions in the future.
These examples demonstrate that even with the presence of
nominal judicial scrutiny, applying legal restraints to the activities of
foreign intelligence agencies has proven a challenge. Far from robust
mechanisms for rigorous adversarial challenge, CSE operates without
the prospect of even sparse external control. Given the clandestine
nature of CSE’s intelligence-gathering mandate, some secrecy is
required. However, this does not mean CSE can be relieved of all
public accountability and the rule of law. The application, interpretation, and implementation of the four legal constraints referred to
above occurs primarily on the basis of internal legal opinions from
the Department of Justice. Neither this underlying legal reasoning
nor the ministerial authorizations and directives and CSE activities
that are based on this reasoning are made public. Additionally, CSE
is free from any parliamentary control or even scrutiny.21 Canadians
are left to trust, but can never verify legality.
Its primary oversight mechanism is the CSE commissioner, an
autonomous former judge with independent budget appropriation.22
The commissioner assesses CSE’s activities for compliance with the
various legal restrictions placed on it. Having access to secret CSE
activities, internal documents, and even privileged opinions, the
commissioner can provide a critical independent voice in internal
CSE and ministerial decision making. In addition, the commissioner’s
annual reports can provide an avenue to enhanced public debate
around CSE activities. However, the commissioner’s recommendations are not binding and are often ignored on issues of central
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importance.23 Further, the commissioner’s annual reports are cryptic,
rarely providing meaningful insight into specific CSE activities.24
They typically focus more on describing the commissioner’s own
oversight activities, with specific issues addressed at a high level of
generality. As the commissioner never publicizes the legal reasoning
underpinning his oversight (receipt of privileged communications
may even prevent this),25 there is no opportunity for the academic or
legal community to challenge these without significant guesswork
or a whistle-blower.
Problems with the existing framework abound. For example,
CSE was granted the power to incidentally intercept private communications of Canadians under ministerial authority. Several commissioners disagreed with CSE’s legal interpretation of this authority,
arguing it unjustifiably broadened what CSE can do.26 Successive
commissioners were nonetheless obligated to assess the legality of
CSE’s activities based on its own prevailing interpretation. In his
final report, Commissioner Lamer noted that his “one regret” was
leaving his position “without a resolution of the legal interpretation
issues that have bedevilled this office since December 2001.”27 CSE
is often publicly defended with assertions that no commissioner had
ever found CSE activities to be in violation of the law.28 The value of
these assessments is significantly undermined as they are premised
on legal interpretations that the commissioners themselves found
inadequate. It is concerning that meaningful details regarding the
nature of the disagreements in question only emerged in the public
reports in 2008 — six years after they were first identified.29 Even
then, the object of the dispute was disclosed, but not the substance
or legal basis of the disagreement.
Another example arises from Re X. In late 2013, Commissioner
Décary’s first post-Snowden annual report mentioned that CSIS
had provided incomplete information to the Federal Court when
it sought a new legal framework for CSE assistance in monitoring
Canadians abroad in 2009.30 The missing information in question
led to a judicial reformulation of the legal framework for CSE/CSIS
assistance.31 Some have pointed to this as an example of a functioning CSE oversight system. However, CSE/CSIS did not comply with
Commissioner Décary’s recommendation to provide the court with
more information. Mr. Justice Mosley, who had issued the initial
2009 framework authorization, read the report on his own volition and mandated CSIS/CSE to provide the information.32 Justice
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Mosley had no obligation to read this report and, had it not come
to his personal attention, the reconsideration is not likely to have
occurred. Moreover, this particular scenario implicated CSE in its (c)
assistive mandate (see also note 7). CSIS must obtain prior judicial
authorization to seek CSE assistance in intercepting private communications. Had a comparable scenario arisen with respect to CSE’s
independent foreign intelligence activities, there would be no Federal
Court judge with jurisdiction to proactively assess the issue in this
manner. In addition, important details that Justice Mosley found
necessary for his assessment came from the Security Intelligence
Review Committee’s (tasked with reviewing CSIS) annual report,
which provides significantly more substantive operational details.33
The Privacy Commissioner of Canada also has oversight powers
with respect to CSE operations. However it, too, can only issue recommendations and only with respect to limited protections encoded
in the Privacy Act. Both the Privacy and CSE commissioners provide
valuable input into CSE’s internal assessment processes, enhancing
its attempts to properly account for important counter-interests such
as fundamental rights and freedoms. Many of the recommendations
that these bodies provide CSE are adopted voluntarily. However,
a system that relies almost solely on secret internal policies and
non-binding recommendations is not one constrained by law. Key
disagreements over central legal ambiguities remain unresolved and
colour all the assessments carried out by these bodies. In effect, the
oversight occurs against a yardstick defined by CSE itself, “put[ting]
at risk the integrity of the review process.”34 Such a system is not
capable of ensuring that the extraordinary powers granted to CSE
are being employed in a proportionate manner.

Ministerial Authorizations and Directives:
Lack of Any Meaningful Control
Compounding the general secrecy that pervades CSE’s accountability
regime is a general lack of external control. The Minister of National
Defence (“Minister”) is the only entity empowered to legally control
CSE, which relies on ministerial authorizations and directives as
lawful authority for its surveillance activities.35 The Minister is also
able to issue further discretionary operational directives that are
binding on CSE.36 Neither Parliament nor the courts nor any independent tribunal play any role in controlling CSE. Like any government
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action, CSE’s activities can, of course, be challenged in court, as can
its underlying statutory framework.37 However, such challenges will
by necessity be rare, as CSE’s activities and the ministerial authorizations and directives that underpin them remain shrouded in
secrecy. Also, CSE activities rarely appear in judicial proceedings. In
the absence of a whistle-blower, adversarial legal challenge to CSE’s
expansive activities is unlikely.
Section 8 of the Charter requires that the state obtain prior
authorization issued by an “entirely neutral and impartial” arbiter.38
The purpose of section 8 is “to protect individuals from unjustified
state intrusions upon their privacy,” and this requires that a neutral
arbiter determine whether a particular intrusion is justified, whenever possible. The minister is, in the words of one expert commentator, “many things, but a disinterested judicial officer he is not.”39 CSE
receives its foreign intelligence target priorities from the minister
(and the rest of cabinet). Specifically, the minister is responsible for
establishing CSE’s foreign intelligence-gathering priorities.40 That
the minister is at once the arbiter of investigative priorities and the
legitimacy of investigative techniques used to achieve those priorities
is deeply problematic. The minister of national defence would naturally be guided by a range of public policy and expediency concerns
when setting CSE’s intelligence priorities, rendering him incapable
of acting judicially when determining whether a particular privacy
invasive activity is or is not justified.41
Prior judicial authorization is the default requirement for constitutional privacy invasion, but the particular circumstances of a given
context can justify departures from this general rule.42 Diminished
expectations of privacy, exigent situations, and investigative contexts where secrecy is necessary can all justify modifications from
the standard procedural requirements.43 However, in each of these
instances, there must be some mechanism for meaningful judicial
review and adversarial challenge.44 Similarly, some (but not all) of
CSE’s intelligence-gathering activities relate to national security.
However, the heightened concerns inherent in national security may
not, in the absence of demonstrable practical challenges, justify forgoing judicial authorization with respect to digital interactions that
attract high expectations of privacy.45 In this context, the information
obtained by these privacy invasive activities may result in adverse
consequences for individuals (such as placement on a no-fly list or
worse), but affected individuals are not likely to ever discover CSE
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intelligence as the source of such impacts. The surveillance itself is
highly surreptitious despite its far-reaching scope. Judicial review
is a highly unlikely prospect.
Nor do the circumstances in question justify excluding the
judiciary from the process. Ministerial authorizations were chosen in
lieu of judicial authorization because it was presumed that Canadian
courts lack the jurisdiction to authorize surveillance activities occurring in foreign territories.46 This is no longer a sustainable premise.
Indeed, Bill C-44, which became law on April 23, 2015, explicitly
grants Canadian judges the ability to “authorize activities outside
Canada to enable [CSIS] to investigate a threat to the security of
Canada.”47 CSE is permitted to assist CSIS in carrying out these
extraterritorial investigations.48 A similar provision could readily be
employed to ground judicial authorization of CSE surveillance activities abroad. CSIS is tasked with a similar investigative mandate and
operates under prior judicial authorization.49 There is no practical
reason not to impose some form of judicial control onto CSE.
The provisions guiding CSE’s authorization are equally problematic, and so broad that even a court would have difficulty constraining CSE’s activities through them. The minister may authorize
CSE to “intercept private communications in relation to an activity
or class of activities” if satisfied that Canadian privacy is protected,
that the information could not be otherwise obtained, and that
the anticipated value of the intelligence justifies the interception.50
Because authorization occurs on the basis of “activities or classes of
activities,” consideration of whether the “particular interests that
could be compromised” by the authorized surveillance justify it or
not occurs at a high level of generality and fails to account for specific
privacy interests.51 The lack of a clear reasonable grounds standard
to measure the authorization justification framework exacerbates
this breadth.52 Courts have recognized that national security investigations may require a different kind of specificity than traditional
criminal investigations, tailored to the anticipatory nature of the
investigations.53 However, Canadian courts have not accepted the
proposition that national security concerns can justify a lower standard for invading high expectations of privacy.54 The breadth of the
current standard allows CSE almost limitless latitude in determining
the scope of its privacy-violating activities.
As broad as the legislated authorization standard is, CSE has
interpreted it to be even broader — the Minister need only authorize
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“classes of communications interception activities,” as opposed to
interceptions of private communications in relation to specific activities or targets. Commissioners have noted that this interpretation is
not supported by the statute and unduly expands CSE’s authorization regime.55 It allows the Minister of National Defence to frame
his authorizations so broadly that only three are required for CSE’s
entire foreign intelligence interception program.56 This alone speaks
to their expansive breadth and lack of specificity.
Commissioners have also pointed to CSE’s misinterpretation
of the term “interception” as having obscure “legal and operational
significance.”57 We know that most FVEY interception programs rely
on network level filtering — all network traffic and phone calls are
continually searched for matches on tasked keywords.58 CSE itself
has over two hundred sensors filtering network traffic around the
world, and is further able to task other FVEY agency interception
resources.59 Some FVEY agencies only consider an interception to
occur when network traffic is “accessed.” Filtering conducted by ISP
equipment (under order from the agency) is not engaged.60 Another
argument sometimes presented by FVEY agencies is that “interception” only occurs (and privacy is only implicated) when specific
communications are acquired and retained. For example, the commissioner recently described CSE’s wiretapping activities only in terms
of “accidentally collected” and “retained” private communications,
while ignoring how many private communications were “searched”
for keywords.61 Either argument greatly skews the privacy analysis
by disregarding significant analytical activity — the private communications of millions can be scoured for selectors, yet only the “hits”
count. Non-collected communications monitored for keywords are
clearly “searched,” if only to confirm that they do not include the
keyword in question.62 Simply knowing that one’s communications
are being scanned for certain words can have a serious chilling effect.
CSE’s legal framework is also flawed in its application to
“metadata,” data about a communication. CSE is operating under the
assumption that metadata is not considered a “private communication.”63 As a result, CSE’s activities (its own collection as well its use
of FVEY resources) are different in character and scope if it classifies
data as “metadata” or “content.” Metadata does not fall under the
ministerial authorization regime, which only regulates interception
of private communications. Instead, under a single ministerial directive, CSE gathers “huge amounts” of metadata, “on large numbers
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of people.”64 Internet metadata is often difficult to distinguish from
“content”: a Facebook ID provides you with access to the profile itself;
a URL permits you to see the web page or other resource viewed;
the URL for an online search will include the search query.65 Even
traditional phone metadata can be highly revealing of the objects of
the call itself.66 Whereas most definitions of metadata exclude data
that would reveal the purpose of the communication it relates to,
CSE defines it broadly.67 It includes URLs of web resources, Facebook
identifiers, search queries, and even document-authoring information.68 There is no basis for treating such metadata differently from
content; they equally implicate our private lives.69
Attempts to moderate the inherent breadth of CSE’s lawful
authorization come in the form of targeting and minimization
limitations. These involve general processes (explored below)
designed to limit impact on Canadian privacy, not to target surveillance on intelligence targets.70 Even if effective, such mechanisms
would never be reassuring, as CSE would still be able to monitor
all communications indiscriminately and will have infiltrated the
infrastructure necessary to do so. Its powers are so broad that they
disregard the privacy of millions around the world in order to
obtain small iotas of potentially useful information. For example,
one Government Communications Headquarters, or GCHQ, input
into a joint FVEY resource collected millions of Yahoo customer
private video chats, without regard to whether specific accounts
were targets or not.71 GCHQ explored expanding this intake to
include video/audio cameras increasingly found in living rooms.72
One sample of NSA-acquired and retained communications data
revealed medical records, resumes, children’s academic transcripts,
sensitive pictures, and embarrassing comments of innocent individuals.73 The ratio of targeted to non-targeted individuals whose
data was collected and retained in this sample was 1:9 (not counting
irrelevant information on targets). Once collected, mining of this
dataset is determined by CSE itself, not the minister, and not on
the basis of any individualized suspicion of wrongdoing. While the
Privacy Act imposes a “relevance” requirement, other agencies have
defined this to mean a “two-to-three degree of separation” model
of suspicion, which scales rapidly on digital networks.74 Moreover,
while the NSA relevance criteria are at least tied to a particular
investigation, CSE’s relevance is only tied to its general foreign
intelligence mandate.
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Even as the sensitivity of digital data has increased over the
past decade, FVEY agencies have decided that “all” communications are relevant to their mandate because they generate general
intelligence capacities that are useful.75 Doubtless, these various
programs have had some investigative value in important efforts
to prevent serious threats to life and limb. But their formulation
makes no attempt to account for the disproportionate impact this
approach has on our private digital lives. The prevailing “collect
everything” mindset is not effectively mitigated by minimal steps
to limit subsequent access and use. As explored in the next section,
the near-limitless mandate that governs the use of these collected
treasure troves is, on the one hand, far broader than the existential
terrorist threat that is often its public face and, on the other, poses a
direct threat to democracy as we know it.

Foreign Intelligence: A Mandate with Few Limits and
Substantial Potential for Abuse
Defences of the incredibly broad powers granted to CSEC and its
Five Eyes counterparts often focus on the need to prevent serious
terrorist or other existential threats; however, this is a “misleadingly
narrow sales pitch.”76 The term foreign intelligence itself is defined
in broad terms as information “about the capabilities, intentions
or activities of a foreign individual, state, organization or terrorist
group, as they relate to international affairs, defence or security.”77 It
couples a strong focus on counterterrorism with an enduring interest
in political intentions and a general need for situational awareness.78
Substantively, this has evolved to include a broad range of objectives
and intelligence agencies have used their powers to further political
or economic objectives and, fundamentally, as a vehicle for advancing any national interest.79 The mandate is problematic for its allinclusiveness, but also for its application to the intentions of foreign
individuals who are neither representatives of a foreign power nor
agents of a terrorist organization. As the need to act within its mandate (and restrict collection to mandate-relevant intelligence) is one
of the central substantive limitations on CSE’s surveillance activities,
this breadth of purpose and application is concerning.
Expansive foreign intelligence powers are increasingly used
to gain domestic economic and political advantages. Information
is gathered to “assist a [FVEY] member government engaged in
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sensitive international negotiations — be they diplomatic or economic.”80 Foreign intelligence agencies are playing a bigger role in
advising the government on economic decision making.81 A recent
government focus on international trade agreements is expected to
lead to even greater government “demands for information on…
economic/prosperity issues.”82 It can also include situational awareness of various economic and political issues that Canadian cabinet
ministers decide are priorities.83 This has included, for example, use
of extensive FVEY surveillance capacities to spy on the Brazilian
ministry in charge of mining rights, to spy on economic meetings
such as the G20 summits in London and Toronto, to seize data from
the lawyer of a foreign government in the midst of negotiations, to
insert malicious spyware targeting trade institutions within the EU,
to directly exploit private networks used by businesses such as banks
and telecommunications companies, and to spy on other countries
in preparation for a summit on environmental issues.84 It has even
included targeting of UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon for the
less than life-preserving objective of obtaining his talking points
in advance of a meeting with President Obama.85 These objectives
accompany the more serious national security concerns, and the
same investigative techniques (the same databases, in fact) fuel both.
Moreover, FVEY mandates also include “understanding the global
communications infrastructure,” a broad and open-ended objective
that appears to permit random and unfettered experiments on collected data.86
With respect to terrorism, it has long been recognized that an
unchecked security investigative mandate poses a serious threat
to core democratic values. This threat arises from the open-ended
nature of security investigations and the close proximity between
security concerns and unpopular (but important) political views,
making privacy protections all the more important in this context.87
The inherent breadth of the security concept, which necessarily
adopts an open-ended threat model, renders attempts to prevent
detrimental impact difficult.88 Recent examples have confirmed that
the temptation to use expansive security-based powers for other
objectives is difficult to resist. Australia was recently rebuked for
spying on communications between East Timor and its lawyer in the
course of an arbitration dispute, putatively for national security.89
Canada’s own domestic experience with security intelligence confirms this — decades of abuse of security power harmed legitimate
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political activities, forcing Parliament to sever security intelligence
investigations from the RCMP’s mandate and vest these in an independent agency, CSIS.90 CSE itself is expressly empowered to assist
domestic agencies with their own respective investigations, and
repurposes its vast intelligence holdings when doing so.91 Far from
taking steps to address these problems, CSE’s foreign intelligence
mandate heightens the threat by overtly combining political and
economic objectives alongside security.
Historically, the inherent breadth and heightened human rights
risk inherent in the foreign intelligence concept were tempered by
a focus on foreign powers and their agents.92 In the wake of 9/11,
this focus was broadened to include not only terrorist organizations
and their agents but any information about the “intentions” of any
“foreign individual” in relation to “international affairs.” We have
since seen the formidable powers of FVEY agencies levelled at individual financial transactions conducted through text messaging;93
prominent Muslim community leaders with no terrorist affiliation;94
civil society groups engaged in public advocacy on human rights
issues;95 and journalists critical of the US government’s response to
9/11.96 Some FVEY agencies have carried out cyber attacks designed
to disrupt online discussion forums used by hacktivists and political dissidents.97
This is problematic because the integrated nature of modern
digital networks not only places most individual interactions within
reach of FVEY surveillance systems, but also leads to policy resolution that increasingly occurs on the international stage. Much of
this now falls within the potential purview of foreign intelligence
agencies, as it relates to the “intentions” of “foreign individuals” in
relation to “international affairs.” As argued in the next sections, this
integration not only means that the wide net cast by foreign intelligence agencies captures significant swaths of domestic data, but also
seriously questions the ongoing legitimacy of the prevailing foreign
intelligence paradigm, rooted in a disregard for the privacy rights
of foreigners. In particular, the migration of political debate to the
international stage and the focus on “individuals” who are neither
“foreign powers” nor “agents” of terrorist groups suggests that the
same hazards historically recognized in the domestic security context
are present — and must be addressed — on the international stage.
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Five Eyes on the World’s Communications: A Global Problem
with No Global Solution
Perhaps the most substantive legal check on CSE’s surveillance capacities is the prohibition on “directing” its activities at Canadians and
the requirement to minimize the impact of its activities on Canadians’
privacy if their data is collected incidentally.98 This approach is more
effective as a rhetorical tool than at protecting Canadians’ privacy.99
Nor is it acceptable to ignore the privacy of non-Canadians. The
prohibition on directing CSE activities at Canadian persons (defined
as any person in Canada or Canadian abroad) expressly permits the
targeting of communications known to include those of Canadians,
while prohibiting the purposive targeting of Canadian individuals. For
CSE, to direct at or target means “to single out.”100 In the traditional
phone context, this means that if you are directing your wiretap at
someone outside of Canada and that person phones a Canadian, that
call is fair game as an incidental collection.101 On digital networks,
however, traffic routing is “all intermixed together,” meaning that
any mass-scale collection of foreign communications is guaranteed
to include significant amounts of Canadian data.102
With respect to interception of private communications (“content”), CSE filters communications streams en masse at key Internet
traffic points.103 It likely uses metadata selectors or keywords (e‑mail
addresses, telephone numbers, IP addresses with a probability of
foreignness) to scan all communications passing through its network filters; all hits are collected.104 Other agencies filter both the
designated “to/from” fields of communications and their text-based
content (“about” communications), meaning that an e‑mail, text, or
Facebook message referencing a targeted phone number would be
collected.105 CSE’s definition of metadata selectors in this context
might be broad enough to include URLs, Facebook account identifiers, or document-authoring information, in which case these,
too, would be hits if present in an e‑mail text or attachment.106 The
minister only authorizes “classes of monitoring activities,” so CSE
selects targeting keywords and applies them to monitored communications streams by itself.107 With respect to private communications
incidentally acquired, CSE must minimize the impact on Canadians
by expeditiously determining whether these are “essential” to
foreign intelligence.108 In 2013, sixty-six private communications of
Canadians were retained for current and future use.109 The number
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likely does not represent discrete communications, but rather communications streams (all text messages between 613-555-5555 and
<foreign number>).110 Moreover, this only represents retained communications. The reported NSA 1:9 intake relevance ratio suggests
that an additional 594 Canadian communications (streams) were
collected, analyzed, and eventually discarded.111 By comparison,
the RCMP’s extensive domestic mandate rested in its entirety on
700 intercepted communications in 2012.112
Metadata is not only collected and used to identify what content to collect, but increasingly for its own intelligence value. This is
governed by different rules. CSE cannot “direct metadata analysis at
Canadians” but, critically, the statutory obligation to expeditiously
identify and delete Canadian data not deemed “essential” only
applies to “private communications” (i.e., not metadata).113 Instead,
post-collection minimization procedures for metadata are anaemic,
limited to suppressing identifying details of Canadians in derived
intelligence reports.114 Neither the deletion of metadata known to
belong to Canadians,115 nor the placement of meaningful restrictions
on its analysis is required; CSE analysts can access Canadian metadata without even seeking senior management approval.116
It is clear CSE has a lot of Canadian metadata at its disposal. It
adopts a permissive definition of “directed at Canadians” that allows
extensive use of this metadata. One revealed CSE program in particular involved an analytical model designed to “track” individuals
by correlating identifiers (Facebook and Google cookie IDs, e‑mail
addresses) associated with geolocated Wi-Fi network IP addresses.117
A metadata packet timestamped at 11 a.m. containing “canuck@
maple.ca” and an IP address known to be used by a particular cafe’s
Wi-Fi network is an accurate indicator of canuck’s location. No
metadata was collected for the program, meaning that the extensive
underlying metadata set is indicative of CSE’s regular holdings.118
The program description notes that in one tested Canadian city over
300,000 active IDs associated with two sets of public Wi-Fi networks
were identified in a short two-week period — a lot of Canadian metadata.119 Despite the fact that the test program was clearly directed at
people within Canada (“at Canadians”), its defenders argued it was
not “directed at Canadians” because it did not “identify any individual Canadian.”120 This approach is inconsistent with the Privacy
Act definition of personal information by which CSE claims to be
bound, and which has been held to clearly apply to similar data
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analytics.121 If CSE does not consider this program to be “directed
at Canadians,” then there are few limits on the extensive analysis it
can make of its Canadian metadata.122
This permissive approach to Canadian metadata is particularly problematic in light of CSE’s access to FVEY resources. Active
integration of CSE and other FVEY resources, including tasking
intercept capacities and access to shared databases through inter
operable interfaces has been underway since at least 2010.123 Some
CSE analytic programs make highly integrated use of FVEY metadata databases.124 The FVEY agencies that create these databases
are not legally prevented from targeting Canadians in their acquisition programs and, in fact, many operate under the assumption
that their constitutional privacy obligations have no extraterritorial
application. The databases and capacities in question are therefore
generated without any legal obligation to respect the human rights of
Canadians. When using these databases, CSE remains bound by the
prohibition on “directing its activities at Canadians.” However, with
respect to metadata at least, CSE appears to consider it appropriate to
analyze Canadian-rich datasets in its foreign intelligence programs.
Moreover, CSE uses its entire metadata resources (inclusive of FVEY
resources) when assisting domestically empowered agencies such as
the RCMP and CSIS under its (c) mandate, without distinction as to
how the underlying data was collected.125 Recently introduced Bill
C-51 seeks to dramatically expand this domestic element of CSE’s
activities by granting CSIS an open-ended digital disruption mandate, which will be implemented through CSE assistance, with all
the FVEY resources at its disposal.126
This round robin — whereby each agency operates under no
legal restrictions when spying on the citizens of its FVEY allies, and
the spoils of the exercise are shared by all — raises a number of issues.
While it is indisputable that privacy is an internationally recognized
human right, FVEYs argue that their obligations to respect this right
stop at their respective territorial borders. Additionally, some have
argued that the context of foreign intelligence in particular operates
as a categorical “exception” to privacy. On these bases, each FVEY
agency deems itself free to spy on the world’s communications networks as long as they do not target domestic citizens. Neither of these
arguments is sustainable in the modern era. Digital communications
networks are too intertwined for the status quo — where everything
“foreign” is fair game — to continue.
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While historical limitations on extraterritorial privacy obligations were steeped in principles of comity, the ability to spy
on political leaders and citizens of allies without restriction does
more to undermine than “facilitate interstate relations and global
co-operation.”127 It also increasingly raises the same human rights
implications on the international stage that have led to the strict regulation of national security surveillance domestically.128 Resolution
and debate of political issues increasingly happens on the global
stage. The need for interoperability of digital networks is a particular driver for international resolution of domestic political issues at
a range of supra-national governance bodies (Internet Governance
Forum, Organization for Economic Co-operation and International
Telecommunication Union).129 Trade agreements increasingly address
a range of domestic issues, and there are ongoing attempts to
imbue new hemisphere-wide bodies with significant control over
e-commerce.130 Further, many domestic policy issues are now a matter of integrated international debate, as individuals from around the
world discuss these matters on international online platform.131 Even
legal disputes are increasingly resolved on the international stage,
where the historically permissive foreign intelligence approach permits states to spy on their legal adversaries.132 There is evidence that
the prevailing mass foreign surveillance model is already having a
chilling effect on the ability of reporters and civil society advocates
in both their domestic and international efforts.133 It is also having an
adverse impact on transborder data flows more generally, raising concerns regarding storage of data abroad.134 All told, the “Wild West”
approach to foreign surveillance is antithetical to comity in that it
undermines “peaceable interstate relations and the international
order” as well as the most fundamental of our democratic rights.135
The need for robust extraterritorial protection of human rights
has been gaining significant attention in recent times. The Maastricht
Principles open by noting that globalization has made territorial
limits on human rights obligations inherently inconsistent with the
universality of human rights, adopting a framework focused on
state actors and causation with foreseeable impact as its primary
touchstone.136 With respect to communications surveillance specifically, there is growing recognition that current extraterritorial
foreign intelligence surveillance is no longer consistent with human
rights.137 The High Commissioner on Human Rights in particular
noted that granting minimal protection to “external communications”
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constitutes impermissible discrimination in the application of human
rights obligations to foreigners.138 Technical acts of interception or
data access abroad increasingly constitute exercises of effective
control of the state’s regulatory jurisdiction, implicating jurisdiction.139 An unprecedented UN General Assembly resolution has now
recognized that surveillance is having negative impacts on human
rights “including extraterritorial surveillance and/or interception of
communications.”140 Finally, the International Court of Justice issued
an order prohibiting Australia from monitoring any communications
between East Timor and its legal advisors regarding any proceedings before it.141
The right to privacy under the Charter has always protected
people not places.142 Canadian courts have recognized, however,
practical and legal challenges in attempts to apply Charter standards to Canadian officials invoking foreign invasive state search
powers abroad.143 Requiring Canadian agents operating in another
country to follow Canadian search and seizure standards could
constitute a violation of sovereignty. Canadian agents are therefore
typically permitted to follow foreign investigative standards when
acting abroad. However, this rule is premised on two key assumptions: that Canadian agents operating abroad are restrained by some
legal framework (that of the foreign country) and that Canadian
courts retain some control through the ability to exclude evidence
gathered abroad in a manner that is inconsistent with fundamental
justice.144 Neither applies here. CSE’s foreign surveillance does not
“rely on [foreign] state compulsion” to invade the privacy of foreign
citizens — it neither operates under foreign laws nor is constrained
by them.145 As the fruits of its surveillance are rarely used in court,
the threat of exclusion is non-existent. More importantly, however,
the leeway granted to foreign investigations ends where violations of
fundamental and internationally protected human rights begin.146 By
explicitly failing to account for foreigners’ individual privacy rights
in any way at all, CSE’s legal framework fails to strike a proportionate balance and constitutes a violation of the right to privacy.147 The
Charter must constrain CSE’s activities in some manner, as nothing
else can. Notably, as a matter of comity, allowing CSE to disregard
the privacy of foreign citizens implicitly allows all other states to
disregard the privacy of our own.
CSE’s participation in the FVEY network is more complex.
Courts have recognized that the Charter does not apply to the
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activities of foreign agencies assisting Canadian counterparts, nor is
there any direct mechanism to compel foreign agencies to operate by
Charter standards.148 The Charter does apply, at minimum, to CSE participation in a process clearly violative of fundamental human rights,
if there is a sufficient causal connection between CSE and the resulting violation.149 FVEY resource sharing is highly integrated, with CSE
likely able to directly task at least some FVEY monitoring resources.150
Such direct tasking often requires no intervention or approval by the
agency hosting the resource once general arrangements are in place,
giving CSE practical control. CSE has repeatedly stated Canadian law
binds its use of such capacities, if only with respect to the protection of Canadians.151 Canadian law is therefore practically capable
of restricting CSE use of FVEY resources. The FVEY cooperative is
premised on a foundation of disregard for the privacy rights of foreigners and participants are not meaningfully constrained by their
domestic laws.152 Each time CSE tasks the FVEY network, it takes the
risk that another agency will act independently on the information,
leading to unconstitutional “detention or harm.”153 CSE has direct and
explicit knowledge based on its own legal advice that tasking FVEY
partners involves “the breach of international law by the requested
second parties.”154 Canadian law should restrict CSE’s use of these
resources so as to respect the rights of non-Canadians.155 Arguably,
the Charter requires it.
While CSE cannot obligate its FVEY partners to adopt Chartercompliant information-gathering activities, it can more effectively constrain its own intelligence gathering and tasking of FVEY resources
to reflect the privacy of affected targets. Those could include a
reasonable grounds standard, for example, or the application of
caveats.156 It can also lead by example, or engage its allies in discussions geared towards an alliance that respects the privacy rights of
all individuals.157 However, domestic governments will not undertake
such changes on their own initiative. Governments rarely act to curtail their own surveillance powers. As it will generally be politically
palatable to placate domestic populations with reassurances that
extraordinary powers are directed externally, there is an element of
discrimination inherent in this system, which impacts minimally on
voters.158 The impetus for any form of effective change to this framework can only come from the Charter and the Courts entrusted with
protecting the fundamental values enshrined within it.
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Conclusion
The last decade has seen a dramatic expansion in the integration
of communications networks, as well as in the portion of our daily
lives that have become digital. Changes to the threat model and the
operational approaches of foreign intelligence agencies have placed all
of these interactions in the digital sphere within the unfettered and
limitless scope of agencies whose legal frameworks were developed
in a Cold War, spy-vs.-spy context that is categorically inapplicable to
daily interactions of individuals, in Canada or abroad. The oversight
of these entities, while important, has proven to be an ineffective
check on the broad powers granted to CSE and its counterparts. At
the same time, globalization and interconnectivity have moved the
discussion of central political and democratic issues, once primarily
in the domain of domestic politics, onto the international stage and
within the granted purview of these agencies. Most importantly, the
unprecedented scope of individual data collection these agencies have
undertaken raises serious questions as to the underlying proportionality of the prevailing model and demands an urgent re-evaluation.
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